
Verse Small Room
VERSE - 44" CEILING FANMODEL 59154Maiden Bronze

Verse - 44" Ceiling Fan
The Verse? is bringing retro back with a contemporary twist. The composition borrows elements from 1950s American metropolitan design
and incorporates a modern minimalist approach. The result is sharp yet discrete, subtle yet evocative, and will keep any room looking fresh
and inspired for years to come. With an exquisite presence and a variety of assembly options, the damp-rated Verse offers simple comfort
with a personal touch. This fan allows for many choices ? downrod or low-profile, LED light or no-light cap, and reversible blades. The best
part? It?s all included in one box!

 Includes integrated light kit with Cased White glass

 Direct Drive™ motor provides unparalleled power, silent performance, and reliability over decades of daily use

 One 16W LED bulb included

 Installer's Choice three-position mounting system allows for standard, angled or low ceiling mounting

Outdoor/Damp rated
Control Included
LED Lighting

Dimensions

Energy Information

A
12.22 in (Flush 11.22, Angled 45.22)
B
10.15 in (Flush 9.15, Angled 43.15)
C
2.75 in
D
11.79 in
E
6.49 in
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F
14.06 in (Flush 13.06, Angled 47.06)
G
-

Airflow
4159 cfm

Electricity Use
57 watts

Airflow Efficiency
73 cfm/watt

Standard dimensions: with 3 inch downrod (included)
Angled dimensions: with 36 inch downrod (not included)

Running at high speed


